


AHSD25

1. Install carriage walks on Windsor for winter months to prevent 
students from climbing across snow piles for access to building.  
Include sidewalk section from public sidewalk leading to new 
playground.

2. Increase drop off and pick up traffic through west lot
a. Review student population to determine which students 

would be dropped off in west lot vs. which would be 
dropped off on street

b. Paint continuous centerline stripe in drop off aisle to 
ensure drivers are aware of pickup lane vs. bypass lane

3. AHSD25 taking on staffing requirements in 2017-2018 for drop 
off and pickup duties.  Review staffing needs.

a. Review staffing needs at entrance and exit of new 
parking lot to prevent student vehicle interactions.

4. Staff Only parking in southern parking spots in new lot to 
alleviate potential bottleneck with vehicles backing into drive 
aisle

5. Land banked parking option to review with Village if it is 
determined additional parking is needed in the future (19 
spaces).

6. Carpooling Initiative with AHSD25 and Village. Include PTA 
council in communication.

Village of Arlington Heights

1. Restrict northbound traffic on Windsor at morning drop off (currently 
in place), as well as at afternoon pickup (not in place currently).

2. Review Windsor / Campbell Intersections for proper traffic control 
signage (Stop Signs, ______ Turn Only Signs, etc)

3. Review Miner / Windsor Intersection No Parking or Restricted 
Parking signage to limit parking near intersection and crosswalks

a. Place no parking signs on north side of Miner East of 
Windsor during drop off and pickup

b. Place no parking signs during drop off and pickup on east 
side of Windsor, North of Miner

4. Reconfigure Miner / Windsor Crosswalks to be on North, South, 
East, and West sides

5. No Parking Signage between new entrance and exit aisles at new 
parking lot

6. Police to continue monitoring traffic for issues related to posted 
regulations (jay walking, street right away, etc)

Windsor - Proposed Solutions
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1. Flashing School Zone / Crosswalk signs during drop off and pickup
a. Village to review the feasibility of installing these signs. Maintenance, effectiveness, etc.

2. Widen sidewalks at the Miner / Windsor Intersection near school
a. Review in the future as an option after proposed traffic changes are implemented and reviewed 

in the field.

3. Additional Curb Painting at the Miner / Windsor Intersection as well as along 
Windsor 
a. Not best option due to recurring maintenance, snow, etc 
b. Signage a more visible and enforceable option to begin with.

Windsor - Additional Discussion
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